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Happiness Starts in Your Kitchen 
No one can define what happiness is, but the “happiness feeling” of 
most families is similar.
—warmth, nice smell, companionship, sharing, and flowing emotion.
The kitchen is the most essential place where the happiness feeling of 
a family stems from.
For 26 years, FOTILE has been striving for the “happiness” of hundreds 
of millions of families.

We are committed to better addressing the problem of fumes and 
opening up the kitchen so that it re-assumes the role as  the center of 
the family from the corner. 
Cooking is no longer a solitary labor, but a joy of seeing each other, 
working together, sharing and communicating.
Help more people experience the joy of cooking and feel the beauty 
of real life with more professional technology and superior quality.
From nutrition to delicacy, all demonstrate your meticulous attention 
to your family.
Let your kids' growing memories be filled with familiar flavors, warm 
companionship, peace of mind, and great anticipation.
Keep the kitchen cleaner and the family closer and guard the health 
of you and your family.

Just enjoy your happiness kitchen and leave the rest to us.
From 1996 to 2022, from China to more than 30 countries and 17 million 
families around the world, FOTILE has always taken “happiness” as its 
mission,committed to becoming the choice of happiness kitchens 
worldwide.

FOTILE Intelligent 
Self-adjusting  Range Hood



A new era of elevatable AIS mechanism
Lowering up to 12cm; ridding even more unwanted impurities

Smoke and grease residues are gathered effectively, and in a larger controllable range, by our unique 

Butterfly Shaped Circular Suction 2.0 technology. Our Extractor hood is able to adjust its suction mechanism 

height accordingly via smart control; ensuring the suction head is closer to the Key Area of odour production.

Butterfly Shaped Circular Suction; fear not intense smoke any longer
Comparing to the traditional central suction method adopted by most extractor hoods; our unique Butterfly Shaped Circular Suction 

panel is capable of better directing smoke from all areas into one stream; elevating smoke management to a whole new level.

Super-Eye auto sensor; your smart Auto-pilot cooking experience
Fotile elevatable extractor products boast Super-Eye sensor that detects various impurity air quality states.

It is able to switch to suitable extracting mode according to the smoke and particle strength automatically, whist lifting or lowering 

the panel: For mild smoke; the panel lowers 8cm for non-disruptive quiet extraction. For intense smoke, the panel lowers 12cm for 

powerful extraction. A hands-free experience through and through.

Circular motion for
maximum suction

Suctioning
Step upgraded

Focusing on the Key Area
of odour and grease;
no escape for impurities

Gathering
Step upgraded

Steady and proportionate
extracting strength;
retaining energy efficiency

Extracting
Step upgraded

Here at Fotile, our engineers are more devoted than anyone on help you better control air quality whist cooking up a storm.

Thousands of thorough lab tests later, we discovered that smoke may escape traditional extraction method at any stage 

amongst ‘gathering’, ‘suctioning’ and ‘extracting’.

Based on this discovery, our unique ‘ 3-in-1’ Clean-Air extraction system is born. This ground-breaking design successfully 

combine the 3 traditional steps into one seamless procedure; minimizing smoke escape throughout. 

Clean-Air Tech
Comprehensive Air quality solution



Hard ‘Core’ DPS Technology
Smart And Powerful; Up To 1210Pa Strength

The suction power can reach 1590m³/h, which equals 100,000 circulars per hour, 

ensuring more smoke and odour processed. While turned on, the motor’s static 

pressure is able to reach 1210Pa; breaking through lengthy chimneys and ducts 

and minimising suction loss.

Fotile Smart Auto Turbo System monitors the pressure simultaneously. When extraction 

faces unexpected or stronger resistance, the machine will automatically increase 

pressure to ensure even and productive extraction during working progress.

Whether your kitchen is located in a block of flats, or in a detached house; our 

extractor hood is equipped with technology that offers an unwavering performance 

despite of the length of chimneys and air duct required.

Resistance? Not a problem for us

Unwavering strength no matter the space

Smart Auto Turbo System  
Your in-built smart pressure meter



NVH Silent Technology

High Speed Centrifugal Cleansing Technology

Extra large drip cup, catching even more grease at onceSleek mirror design for easy wipe down

Easily disassembled grease filter, dishwasher safe Extreme intensity extractor fan rotation, fling away grease at 
lightening speed

DC variable frequency + Nautilus Shaped
air duct. Feel free to have a uninterrupted

chat with your loved ones whilst cooking.

Steady current noise cancelling technology:
reducing driving resistance whilst working;

lowering unwanted noise to a minimum.

Lowering noise up to an astonishing
library-like level of 38dB.



Timeless design and ultimate craftsmanship 

Butterfly Panel + Smoke Gathering cabinIntricate ‘New Horizon’ UI interface

an upgrade in control menus and colour scheme from 
previous model

the stylish yet functional design you deserve

The Details That Matter

Round Corners For Your Safety

Ergonomically Positioned Screen
Angle For Your Comfort

Extended 2min Extracting Time
After Shut Off

New ‘Wave And Activate’ Smart
Control Function



Assembly Guide

Motor Type

Gear level

IEC air flow volume(m3/h) 

Max static pressure(Pa)

Noise level(dB(A))

Delay start

Control method

Dimension(mm)

Motor Type

Gear level

IEC air flow volume(m3/h) 

Max static pressure(Pa)

Noise level(dB(A))

Delay start

Control method

Dimension(mm)

EMS9026

AC

Turbo + 2

1250

400

Max52/Min47

2min

Touch

896×515×(640-960)

EMG9050

BLDC

Turbo + 2

1590

1210

Max47/Min38

2min

Touch and wave

895×518×(600-940)

Model Model

Product installation diagram
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Product installation diagram
（    is the distance from the wall）
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